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AN OLD HAUNT
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take a tour of a medieval manor that has quite a few stories to tell
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If the walls
could talk...

when alex and julia Smith bought a medieval
manor on a whim, the resident ghosts were the
least of their challenges, says Oliver Stallwood

A

S you walk through the
heavy oak door and into
the great hall of this Grade
II-listed medieval manor,
you know it’s going to be
good for a few ghost stories.
Owner Alex Smith doesn’t
disappoint: ‘Lots of people have seen
ghosts in the house,’ he enthuses.
‘A friend’s daughter who was
sleeping in the bedroom next to us
said she woke up to see an apparition
of a priest. Rumour has it there is a
passage somewhere to the church
100 metres away. I’ve pulled away
panels but haven’t found it yet.’
Considering Avalon Manor’s 700year-history, the terrifying tales are
hardly surprising. Above the fireplace
in this striking family home, heraldic
symbols inspire images of medieval
knights who once walked the great
hall’s flagstone floors by candlelight

Grand: Coats of arms above
the giant fireplace lend the manor
a real sense of history

‘It’s 700 years old, so
I feel like I’m just the
caretaker for a while’
as musicians played on the minstrels’
gallery above. Some nights, Alex’s wife
Julia doesn’t like staying home on her
own: she’s too spooked out, he says,
after a local saw something
translucent walking in the garden.
‘Locking up at night when the wind is
going can be quite unnerving. It gives
me a bit of a buzz but my wife doesn’t
like it.’
If these ghost tales haven’t put the
frighteners on you yet, there’s
something perhaps even more scary –
Alex and Julia took on this
magnificent project on a whim, with
little expertise or knowledge of
modernising a medieval property.
The couple bought it in 2007, when
lavish interiors with six sumptuous
they were planning to relocate from
bedrooms of historic luxury – not
London and buy in the centre of Bath.
even a ghost will be able to spoil a
‘It was the opposite of what we were
good night’s sleep.
A heavy front door leads into the
looking for,’ says Alex. ‘We were
looking for a Georgian box in Bath,
hallway. The house seems like a mini
just a traditional townhouse. But we
castle with 4,500sq ft and an
saw it advertised and thought we
authentic medieval hall. What is most
would see it. It wasn’t the right
impressive is the way Alex and
location or style, but we
Julia have melded the
walked in, saw it and just
traditional elements with
had to have it.’
subtle modern updates,
It’s hard not to see
creating something
the draw of this
that looks the part but
ancient property,
is light, airy, crisp and
located in Upton
functional: a
Scudamore, Wiltshire.
masterclass in
Behind decorous iron
contemporary
gates there’s an acre of
updating.
breathtaking
Alex calls it the ‘little
landscaped gardens.
big house’, while it feels
Historic: A helmet is a nod large, the scale remains
Within the home’s
medieval walls are
liveable. The formal
to the house’s past

Ghostly
presence:
Visitors claim to
have seen an
apparition of a
priest in the
bedrooms.
Right: The
minstrels’
gallery in the
lounge. Left: the
house sits in an
acre of grounds
gardens persuaded them, as they
imagined arriving with friends
visiting from London. What made the
purchase happen was a decision to
rent part of it out via Unique Home
Stays.
‘I’d say part-letting the property out,
so other people can use it, is a great
way to buy a home you might not be
able to afford,’ he says. ‘If you have a
passion and don’t mind putting in the
time then go for it.’
That said, Alex admits he might be a
bit too sensible these days to take
such a big chance on buying a
property. ‘You see something out of
your reach and you buy it,’ he says. ‘It
was certainly a jump, but we probably
couldn’t buy it now if we used our
heads. We just made it work.’
The couple bought it from two
antique dealers who had renovated it
in the 1980s, having bought it from

the War Office who used it after the
World War II. A lot of the hard work
had been done, but the modernisation
touches were down to Alex and Julia.
Some of the house’s period pieces
were selected by the previous owners,
and not all of them survived – there
was a suit of armour in the minstrels’
gallery: ‘a little too much,’ says Alex –
but the rest is an eclectic mix sourced
from all over the world by Julia.
There’s a chaise longue from an
antique shop in Edinburgh and a
chandelier from France, with a
mixture of family heirlooms. Some
pieces are sourced from Etsy and eBay,
others from auctions.
Well-chosen Heal’s chairs look the
part, while the long dining table was
made by a specialist in his garage in
Yorkshire out of old oak planks which

were then beaten with chains to look
more medieval. ‘I find it quite
humbling,’ says Alex, who still can’t
quite believe he owns it. ‘I sit there
with a whisky thinking how much the
maintenance will cost...
‘It’s 700 years old and I feel like I’m
just a caretaker for a while. All the
lives that have been there, how many
people lived there and died there.’
Do the ghost stories spook him? ‘I’m
not too superstitious so I don’t think
too much about it,’ he laughs.
Sadly, they’ve no plans – yet – for a
Halloween party. ‘We do have parties,
but not a Halloween one yet. We did
have a 1980s one with lots of people
as Ninja Turtles and Madonna – quite
a contrast with the rest of the house.’
n Avalon Manor is available to rent
at avalon-manor.uniquehomestays.com
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potter lot of history

Tastefully done: Scrub up in the fabulous walk-in shower

Vintage appeal: This table was aged by chain-lashing

If you have ever wanted to own a stunning piece of
cinematic history, this 14th-century cottage could
prove to be magical opportunity – it’s where Harry
Potter was born.
The Grade I-listed De Vere House starred in Harry
Potter And The Deathly Hallows: Part One where it
formed part of Godric’s Hollow – the birthplace of
Harry and Hogwarts’ headmaster Dumbledore.
The real-life medieval building can be found in
Lavenham, Suffolk, and features six bedrooms and a
separate, self-catering wing. The interior is almost as
impressive, with a stone spiral staircase, an original
medieval wall painting and a carved oak doorway.
The emblems on the distinctive entrance date back
to the 15th century, and it is reputed to be one of the
most photographed doorways in the country.
There’s also a south-facing garden with an outdoor
dining terrace, and a brick path leading through an
arch to an old stable, garden stores and a kitchen
garden with chickens.
n £950,000, carterjonas.co.uk

